NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Chesterton provides mobile seal
identification and recordkeeping
GROVELAND, Mass. — Chesterton has
introduced its latest mechanical seal innovation — Chesterton ViewIn Technology™ —
which greatly facilitates seal identification and
maintenance.
Each ViewIn-enabled Chesterton seal is
equipped with RFID tags that can be read
using a Bluetooth-connected RFID reader to
retrieve pertinent seal information, sealing

device drawings, pressure test reports, materials of construction and supplementary items.
The new technology is initially available in
Chesterton’s S10 and S20 Cassette Seals.
The ViewIn web/mobile application can
be downloaded for free from the Apple
Store or Google Play. Seal information
can also be entered and accessed at https://
chestertonrotating.chesterton.com/en-us/
Products/Pages/ViewIn.aspx.
For more information, visit www.ches
terton.com/viewin or call (978) 469-6810.

Sun Coast now offering
lubricant surveys

Each ViewIn-enabled Chesterton seal is
equipped with RFID tags that can be read using a
Bluetooth-connected RFID reader.
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HOUSTON — Sun Coast Resources Inc.
now offers a comprehensive lubricant survey to help facilities keep equipment running smoothly and efficiently. Lubricant
surveys are an essential element of equipment reliability programs. The full survey
begins with storage and handling of current lubricants and follows the lubricants
through every piece of rotating equipment.
Upon the survey’s completion, the facility obtains a complete list of all lubricated equipment, which lubricant each piece
of equipment uses, how often the lubri-
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cants should be tested and how often they
should be changed. The survey also provides recommended sample point locations,
improvements to fluid handling and storage,
and steps to prevent contamination.
For more information, visit www.sun
coastresources.com or call (713) 844-9600.

BrandSafway introduces BrandTech™
Precision Welding
KENNESAW, Ga. — Industrial Specialists,
a BrandSafway company and a member
of the American Welding Society, is introducing BrandTech™ Precision Welding,

a modular welding system with built-in
technology that allows for one or two welding guns to be used at the same time.
Manufactured in the U.S. with Americanmade parts, BrandTech Precision Welding
uses a drawn arc welding process, a very
stable form of welding that reduces filler
material and shielded gas while producing
a complete fusion in less time with fewer
welding layers.
BrandTech Precision Welding offers
an easy-to-use touchpad control panel and
dramatically reduces hexavalent chromium
emissions, which decreases exposure risk
and creates a safer workplace. The simple
setup, rigging and operation reduce the
amount of time and number of welders
needed to complete a project.
For more information, visit www.
brandtechwelding.com or call (800)
558-4772.

PROTO® launches new
calibration equipment
BrandSafway’s new BrandTech™ Precision
Welding is a modular welding system with built-in
technology that allows for two welding guns to be
used at the same time.

TOWSON, Md. — PROTO® Industrial
Tools has launched new calibration sensors, software and a torque bench.
(Continued on page 47)
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